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What’s the deal?

Yes

No
Can’t say

This special edition has been
brought to you by AIS
Vasundhara 1 as a part of the
GT Making A Newspaper
Contest. The inter-Amity
newspaper making competition
witnesses each branch of Amity
across Delhi/NCR churning out
its own ‘Contest Edition’. The
eight special editions are pitted
against one another at the end of
the year, which decides the
winner at GT Awards. So,
here’s presenting the eighth
edition of ‘GT Making A
Newspaper Contest 2019-20’.

Pranik Rai, AIS Vasundhara 1, XI B

The virus refuses to leave, deluging the world’s
topmost economies, with Indian economy wit-
nessing a sharp 24% contraction, its biggest de-

cline ever. Though there is hardly any sphere that
managed to elude the severity of this outbreak, commer-
cial activities received the most brutal blow. The magni-
tude of shock, however, varies for various businesses;
while some unwittingly burgeoned, others somehow
managed to weather the storm by the skin of their teeth.

Tourism vs Telecommunications
With strict travel bans in place across the
globe, hotel and tourism sector has been
hit the hardest. Contributing to over 5%
of the GDP and employing about
12.75% of the working population, this
sector, owing to the pandemic, left
around 3.8 crore people unem-
ployed, with a total revenue
loss amounting to 10
lakh crore INR. It
also left the hospital-
ity department gasp-
ing for air, that
witnessed a 80% de-
cline in its occupancy
rate. Unlock 4 though gave a
wee boost to the domestic leisure
travel, but the wider travel senti-
ment has been unfortunately put on
the back burner, with a plausible
revival only possible in 2022-23.
And as travelling in
person seemed too
far-fetched an idea, dig-
itally experiencing the world from home gave the tele-
com industry, which was under the cosh from the past
few years, a fresh impetus at life. With stay-at-home as
the new normal,the nation witnessed a significant in-
crease in network and internet usage, with voice calls and
messaging up by 20-25%, 60-70% spike in data con-
sumption per user and a 30% surge in demand for new
connections. As a result, the various tele-conferencing
tools flourished. Where MS Teams witnessed a 2.1 bil-
lion monthly rise in the number of meetings per day,
Zoom saw a 355% increase in its total revenue, about

663.5 million USD in the last quarter alone.Virus, a bane
or boon?

Automotive vs E-commerce
With no reason to step out of your house, there seems to
be no good reason to own a car. This sentiment shared by
most is showing in numbers, with April ’20 alone ex-
hibiting zero auto sales in India.The sale of vehicles
plunged by 36.27% year-on-year. Add to this, a 14.7%
decline in the production of automobiles for FY ’20, and
the industry as a whole losing over 2300 crore INR in
production turnover every day. The sales have, however,

picked up momentum with the series of Unlock
and the festive season around the corner, but it is
owing to the ‘pent-up demand’, lacking sustain-
ability that can only be attained when the econ-
omy rebounds.
Being stripped off this luxury of going outside, In-
dian populace is spending on bringing luxury home via e-
commerce. From everyday items to high-end goods,
nothing transcends the ambit of this industry that addi-
tionally complies with social distancing, becoming the
best option one has in the worst of times. And so, with

the rise in demand, almost all e-commerce players such
as Zomato, Grofers, Flipkart, etc witnessed a 20-80%
growth in their orders. Amazon, however, emerged as
one of the biggest profit-makers, with a 40% hike in its
revenue. Online payment solutions from the likes of
Paytm, Amazon Pay and Paypal, etc, further benefitted
here, with Paytm alone processing over 1500 crore INR
in salaries, registering a 100% growth.

Real estate vs Pharmaceutical
Months-long lockdown coupled with reverse migration
of labourers across the nation brought construction ac-
tivities to a grinding halt, leading to a sharp 75% decline
in new property launches.With the job market down,
India’s need to buy new properties fell too, plummeting

property sales by 80%. Adding to which is
the work from home regime that led to

about 47% decline in demand
for office space. India’s de-
pendence on China and
neighbouring countries
for construction mate-
rial has further made sit-
uations worse, placing
realty on the wrong end of

the curve.
Though the pan-

demic pushed realty to
the fringes, it kept pharma
sector at its epicenter. The
demand for sanitisers
and other disinfectants
soared, with the hand
sanitiser segment alone
generating a revenue of
over 612 million USD

in India, a 73.8%
surge. To further boost domestic production, the In-
dian government pronounced an expenditure of
over 9940 crore INR in July ’20, that is expected
to bloom the sector in the next 2 years. Other
than that, the teaming up of various pharma
firms across the globe, in an attempt to develop

and market an effective COVID-19 vaccine, also adds to
the glory of the pharma sector to a great deal.

You win some, you lose some they say. But in the game
of this virus, it looks like some win, some lose. G  T

A Money-Minting One Or A Loss Making One, Only Corona Can Tell 

Prevention Is Better Than Cure Even On The World Wide Web
Vaidehi Agarwal, AIS Vas 1, X D

Anew decade brings with it, new goals, new
hopes and inevitably new advancements. And
while we climb the rungs of evolution one ad-

vancement at a time, Salil Mittal, a fellow at Chevening
Cyber Security and International Association of Privacy,
opines that sustaining these advancements the right way
is the need of the hour. Currently leading the cyber se-
curity assurance for Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited in
India, he has seen cyber space unfold during his 14 year
long stint in the virtual domain. Read on as he shares his
wisdom on the growing advancements and all it entails.

A new age
We live in an extraordinary time, where technology is
shaping our lives and impacting the way we think. I fore-
see the role of technology and digital information get-
ting bigger with artificial intelligence, machine learning,
Internet of Things (IoT) and next generation mobile net-
works. Thus, we must create the right balance and en-
sure a healthy digital environment for the coming times.
It is with the same aim, that I am constantly promoting
cyber safety amongst the younger generation. 

A new generation 
The cyberspace is mostly occupied by the youth who
have grown up with internet and technology as basic part

of their lives. In fact, even the ones who spent a better
part of their lives before the internet era, cannot do with-
out it now. Today, India is the second largest online mar-
ket in the world with over 560 million internet users,
ranking only behind China. With communication, busi-
ness, governance, banks, transport, entertainment, etc,
internet has totally enabled various aspects of our lives.
At the same time, more users bring along the challenge
of increased cyber crime, which is why it becomes im-
perative to educate everyone about the pros and cons of
the virtual world.

A new inspiration
I am in this field solely because I was inspired by my
curiosity to work and excel in it. It was during my col-

lege days that I got enticed to cyber security and its im-
perativeness, through various seminars. I was drawn to
this field to such an extent that I took up my engineer-
ing project around the same topic. My only expectation
was to learn technology in the beginning, but it is a
never-ending mine of knowledge which only
makes you more eager about learning.
Your passion and your thirst for
knowledge should always be your
biggest inspiration.

A new message
We follow traffic rules for road
safety. Similarly, it is important
to follow a certain set of rules
to ensure safety in the cyber-
space. In India, awareness
level on data privacy is very
low and this ought to
change dramatically and
rapidly, keeping in mind
that all our personal informa-
tion is getting digitised and is
available online. Any misuse or leak-
age can have devastating impacts. It is
important for all of us, especially stu-
dents to understand cyber safety at the
earliest possible. G  T

Salil Mittal, Cyber Security Executive,
Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited

Salil Mittal with GT reporter

Virtual safety: a must

AIS Vas 1

Illustration: Sakshi Jain, AIS Vas 1, IX C

Pics: Kshitij Saxena, AIS Vas 1, XII B
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Making it even…

Maansi Anand, XII C &
Sanskruti Bharti, XII B

AIS Vasundhara 1

Online shopping - can
one think of a simpler
process to get the goods

they want? Quality products at
cheap prices, huge variety, and
the best part- the goods are deliv-
ered right to your doorstep! But,
what’s the fun in this, until we
break a few social stigmas along
the way? This is what the women
at Even Cargo do every day.

A bumpy start:
Many destinations

Back in 2015, Even Cargo took
birth as WeCab- For Women, By
Women Cab Services. However,

the model turned out to be a fi-
nancial burden on rural women
who could not afford to purchase
a cab. Thus, despite training a
group of 200 initially, WeCab
ended up with only 2 women on
the final day. Explorations began
in other sectors and research led
the founders to realise that 13%
of the jobs in the logistics sector
were going to men- not because
no one wanted female deliverers,
but because women feared the
idea of handling large-sized de-
liveries. Hence, the need to as-
sure them was realised, and Even
Cargo was created. Beginning
their deliveries with companies
like Clovia and FlyRobe, it re-
ceived international coverage in
The New Yorker, which attracted
Amazon to hire Even Cargo as
an official delivery partner, set-
ting its path straight.

First stop: 
Training the fighters

Even Cargo boasts of an on-job
training experience where, “if a
woman doesn’t know how to
ride a two-wheeler, she follows a
training module that varies from
30-40 days, but if she does know
how to ride it, then she only fol-
lows the 7 day logistic specific
training,” says Karina Bhasin,
Head of Community Engage-
ment and Partnership, Even
Cargo. Women here are taught
how to operate mobile apps, get
familiar with the routes and how
to deliver the packages. To en-
sure female security, each mobile
phone has been equipped with an
SOS system, real-time mapping
and a 24-hour security app. The
workstations too have CCTV
cameras installed with a cover-
age area of over 5-6 km.

Second stop: 
Exclusively for women

To make the experience more
comfortable, the previously male-
dominated stations have now
been remodelled to ensure that
they are equipped with a ladies’
washroom, sanitary napkins,
dustbins and proper first-aid kits.
Each woman gets benefits such as
4 mandatory holidays every
month, and one ‘pink-day’ men-
strual leave. To make the system
even simpler and hassle free,
every woman deliverer carries her
identification card and gets paid
for each package they deliver.
Thus, the more you deliver, the
more you earn! The amount they
are paid ranges from 15-16 bucks
per package with delivery limited
to only a few areas in Delhi like
Sarvodaya Enclave, Safdarjung
Enclave, Pushp Vihar etc, making

Even Cargo a comfortable work-
ing experience for women, with
assured security, and a 9 to 5
working day. “We feel very se-
cure here because there are only
women in our job and we can talk
to our supervisors without any
obstruction,” affirmed Meera, a
delivery associate. 

A few barricades:
Overcoming the odds

But being an Even Cargo rider is
not always a piece of cake!
“Sometimes, customers are very
surprised on seeing female deliv-
ery persons and question their
authenticity. They also demand
IDs,” says Shama, a workstation
supervisor. Women from low-in-
come communities, who form
the major workforce at this serv-
ice company, take a lot of time
getting used to driving vehicles

or using phones. But Even Cargo
ensures that they are completely
equipped with all necessary
skills and are comfortable before
they set out to make deliveries. 

The final destination: 
A bright future

Identifying themselves as the pi-
oneers of the concept of female
delivery associates, the women at
Even Cargo wish “to make this
male dominant sector more inclu-
sive for women, and for people to
identify their initiative as a Lo-
gistics School for Women,” says
Bhasin. Looking at the positive
customer response, its actualisa-
tion does not seem far. “I would
never stop my daughter from
doing a work like this. I’d, in fact,
want them to ride a bike and de-
liver packages, just like boys,”
says Maya, a female trainer. G  T

…This Time With Goods Delivery, Says ‘Even Cargo’
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For more picture, log on to www.facebook.com/theglobaltimesnewspaper or www.instagram.com/the_global_times

Number Four Page Editor levitates and erases the errorsNumber Three Photographer recreates realityNumber Two Illustrator throws in some colours

Number One Editor-in-chief leads the mission

AIS Vas 1

GT reporters in conversation with Even Cargo associates Karina Bhasin with the delivery associates Female delivery executives at work

Ground reporting

There are things you love about Amity, and
then there’s GT- you can just never get enough
of it. I know I can’t, and never will.

Maansi Anand, AIS Vas 1, XII C, Page Editor

Pics: Vaidehi Agarwal, AIS Vas 1, X D

Pics: Sajal Kumar, AIS Vas 1, XI B

GT Umbrella Academy
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The happiness I get from seeing my
articles in GT is unparalleled.

Udit Trivedi, AIS Vas 1, XII B 
Page Editor
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Uncool schooling
You Think Education In India Is Tough? Tee-Hee!

It Rules The Stationery Council

Prisha Padma Gupta
AIS Vasundhara 1, X B

Raise your hand if you’ve never
criticised the Indian education
system for being so challenging

and wished that there was a simpler way
to study? What? No hands? We thought
so. But there are others who have it
tougher. This article bears testimony.

School fact of the day #1: Korea
High school students are put through 16-
hour school day. In South Korea, the stu-
dents have a seven-day working week
and are required to devote most of their
daily hours to school work. If this isn’t
enough, all of them are trained to work
hard from a young age to contribute to
family earnings.

School fact of the day #2: Japan
Studying in a school in Japan means a lot

more than academics. With homework
and assignments during the vacation,
school clubs and activities on the week-
end, and cleaning the whole school,
there is a lot to do. Apart from students
attending club activities in the morning
and after school, most of them also go
to ‘juku’, or cram schools where they
can study certain subjects harder or
learn to speak other languages. 

School fact of the day #3: China
Chinese schools are often lauded in the
West for their PISA achievements, strict
discipline and work ethic. However,
Chinese students endure up to 12-hour
school days and long hours of after-
school tutoring. The Chinese education
system is heavily criticised for its de-
pendence on rote style learning, exclu-
sive focus on test preparation, passive
and unquestioning student participation,
and narrow curriculum.

School fact of the day #4: Singapore
Education in Singapore is punctuated
with constant ‘streaming’, a practice
wherein students are divided into vari-
ous streams based on their ability. The
practice begins at the primary level it-
self, where the students take the PSLE,
that funnels them into the Express
stream, Normal (Academic) stream and
Normal (Technical) stream. They then
move on to the next challenge – O level
examination, wherein the top ten per-
centile is able to skip via the integrated
programme. The branching continues
up until the higher level. This meritoc-
racy based division fuels immense
stress, coaxing students to rely heavily
on tuitions. 

Although the above facts do not define
an entire country’s education system per
se, but we know what we must be grate-
ful for, right? G  T

Bolo ‘PENCIL’ 
Anika Joshi, AIS Vas 1, X A

Sunday, 11:30 am, Tarun and
Varun were doing their
homework when…

Tarun: Bhaiya, can I use your pilot
pen…only for a minute. Please?
Varun: You are too young to write
with a pen. There is a reason why stu-
dents are allowed to write with a pen
only from Class IV.
Tarun: Please bhaiya. I have been
using a pencil for so long now.
Varun: What do you mean so long?
Pencils have been around for much
longer than you have, from 1564 on-
wards, I think. That’s four and a half
centuries, and the world is still using
them…pretty happily *smirks*. 
Tarun: But I’m bored of pencils. Plus
the lead in the pencils might be harm-
ful for my health!
Varun (rolling his eyes): Oh smarty
pants! That black thing in your pencil
isn’t lead, but graphite. So chill and
besides, you should be grateful that
the pencils you’re using are at least
wrapped in a wooden case. 
Tarun: What do you mean? There
was a time when they weren’t? 
Varun: Yes, before the mid seven-
teenth century, graphite blocks were
drawn into sticks which were then
wrapped in sheepskin or string for sta-
bility until a woodworker in Keswick,
England, enclosed black lead in wood.
In fact, there is a full-fledged pencil
museum in Keswick. I must tell father

to take us there for the vacation.
Tarun: Travelling all the way to Eng-
land just to see a pencil…your idea of
fun should take a trip first.
Varun: Right! After all, it wouldn’t be
any fun seeing the largest colour pen-
cil in the world, all of 446 kg at the
Derwent Pencil Museum.
Tarun: Sounds interesting, but that
still doesn’t interest me in pencils.
Varun: That’s why you are so dumb.
Tarun: So you are saying that using a
pencil will make me smarter?
Varun: Nothing can make you
smarter. But smart people like Hem-
mingway and Steinbeck sure knew
the importance of a pencil. To quote
Hemmingway, “Writing it first in pen-
cil gives you one-third more chance to
improve it”.
Tarun: Yeah that’s true. I can’t erase
a pen.
Varun: Things are much simpler with
a pencil. Just turn them around and
erase whatever you don’t want with
the eraser attached. I bet you don’t
know that the attached eraser was the
idea of Hymen Lipman, materialised
on March 30, 1858 to be precise.
Tarun (grins): Ok! I didn’t. But did
you know that during World War II,
maps would be placed in pencils that
were drilled inside? A compass was
also concealed in the pencils under the
rubber. These ‘spy pencils’ were used
by prisoners of war to escape from
their camps. Now, isn’t that smart?
Varun: Very smart, so act smarter and
use your pencil. 

Isha Gore, AIS Vasundhara 1, X B

It was a regular day as I stood in
queue at the job exchange centre,
when my eyes befell on something

unusual. It was an elephant with what
seemed like his resume in his trunk.
My eyes widened as I saw a cat, dog,
horse and many more animals follow
suit. Now, this indeed is a work of fic-
tion, but the fact remains that animals
too like us humans, are deployed in
more jobs than one. Here’s elaborating
on the factual bits.

Animal army: Military is one of the
most common fields that employs ani-
mals for their skills in combat related ac-
tivities. The practice dates as far back as
1100 BC where elephants were used to
move heavy loads and horses were de-
ployed for pulling chariots and carrying
armoured soldiers into battle. However,
for arid regions, camels have always
been the frontrunner. They were used by
Indian Army and Border Security
Forces for patrolling in the desert re-
gions of Rajasthan during both world

wars. The Indian Army, along with USA
and Britain, also utilised mules during
World War II to carry supplies and
equipment. Even to date, horses and
mules are deployed by the military as
means of transport in difficult terrains.

Fluffy friend: Another avenue where
animals are seen as potential recruits is
therapy and treatment. Deployed as
ESA, Emotional Support Animal, they
provide comfort, support and well-being
to the owner by easing a symptom or ef-
fect of an illness. ESA are found in nurs-
ing homes, hospitals, juvenile detention
centres, retirement homes, hospice, and
learning disability correction centres.
Though not limited to any species, they
typically comprise cats, dogs, or rabbits.
Florence Nightingale, Sigmund Freud,
and Elaine Smith have presented re-
search on ESAs over the last few cen-
turies and highlighted their importance.
In USA alone, there are more than
200,000 registered ESAs. 

Police patron: Our loving doggos are
some of the smartest and most important

police officers known as a police
dog or K9. Even though the first
ever organised
police dog
service pro-
gramme was
introduced in
1899 by Ghent,
B e l g i u m ,
they have been
a part of law enforce-
ment since the Middle
Ages with bloodhounds
hunting down outlaws. Trained to
understand verbal cues and hand
gestures, they conduct duties like
searching for drugs and explosives, lo-
cating missing people, and attacking
perps targeted by police. The most com-
monly used breeds are German Shep-
herd, Belgian Malinois, Bloodhound,
Dutch Shepherd, and Retriever.

Serviceable sidekick: Unlike ESAs, as-
sistance animals are working animals
that undergo training to perform special
tasks to assist disabled people in every-
day activities like opening the door,

guiding the owner
on a walk, navi-
gate through
crowd etc.
Typically, they wear a vest, ID
tag, or a specific harness to signal their
position. Assisting people since 1927,
the most commonly used serviceable
animal species is dogs, and sometimes
miniature horses, though there are cases
of cats, birds, and even wolves being ap-
pointed in Montana, USA. Usually as-

sistance animals are categorised into 3
types with guide animals (that guide the
blind), hearing animals (that signal the
hearing impaired), and service animals
in general who do work for disabled
people, even though ‘service animal’

is also used as an umbrella term. 

From elephants carrying cameras to film
documentaries to female pigs being ex-
cellent snout finders; from ferrets being
expert at cleaning pipes to dogs being
models and Insta-famous, animals too
have jobs to tend to. 

The Furry Ones Reporting For Duty, Sir!
Adroit animals

Illustration: Manvi Gupta, AIS Vas 1, XI C 

Illustration: Sakshi Jain, AIS Vas 1, IX C
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“Passing out from school will change things, but
my love for GT will always remain the same.”

Megha Chattopadhyay, AIS Vas 1, XII A 
Page Editor
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Naman Gupta
AIS Vasundhara 1, X E

The world is a crazy place,
with mind-bending inno-
vations coming up every

day, for research, for the purpose
of curbing pollution or just for
the heck of it. Here are some ex-
traordinary vehicles testing the
limits of science:

Just FLIP it
It is not an every day phenome-
non that you see a ship sink into
the ocean and then surface again
like it’s completely normal, but
that’s how the remarkable ‘Float-
ing Instrument Platform’ or
the FLIP Ship works. 
The weird factor: Shaped
like a spoon, the FLIP ship
has doors on the floor, ta-
bles bottled to the walls and
portholes in the ceilings. It has

a 108m tank which fills with
seawater, sinking deep into the
sea and flipping the bow at 90
degrees in the air, providing a
stable five storey quarters in the
middle of the ocean. 
Purpose: The FLIP ship was de-
veloped to allow accurate read-
ings of waves and other oceanic
data which is not possible with a
regular horizontal ship. 

Numero Uno
A tech savvy teen, Ben Gulak
from Canada, developed an elec-
tric bike ‘Uno’ that is entirely
controlled by body movements.
How fascinating!
The weird factor: This bike has
two wheels aligned side-by-side.
As it reaches the 40 kmph bench-
mark, it converts itself into a
standard bike. The Uno bike uses
gyroscopic technology to stay
upright and uses basic physics
concept of changing center of
mass to increase speed.
Purpose: The bizarre looking
Uno bike was created as an
eco-friendly alternative
to motor-

bikes after Gulak visited China
and was astounded by the
smog created by thousands
of motor scooters plying
in the streets. 

Ride it, inside it
You only need one wheel to
travel or at least that’s what
Kerry McLean, the inventor of
the Monowheel thinks. 
The weird factor: This extreme
vehicle has the engine and the

rider’s seat attached within a
wheel. Some of the McLean
models are powered by V8 en-
gines and are capable of going at
more than 80 kmph. 
Purpose:An inventor to the core,
Kerry McLean developed the
monowheel purely for the joy of
inventing! After the initial devel-
opment of the monowheel,
McLean has gone on to create
and sell numerous versions of it. 

The amphibious car
Meet the car that can race with
the waves - quite literally. No,

we are not lying. 
The weird factor:The WaterCar
Python made a literal splash with
its ability to run on water. With a

custom fi-
brous truck body, the tran-

sition time of the WaterCar
from a powerboat to a terrestrial
speeder is very less. It can go up
to 15 miles an hour on land and
60 miles an hour on water. 
Purpose: Way back in 1999, the
car was created as a personal
challenge to build the world’s
fastest amphibious vehicle. Now,
WaterCar is more focused on its
usability and is currently working
on a WaterCar equipped with fire
rescue technology. 

Hope this list inspires you to do
some inventing of your own be-
cause, as they say, nothing is im-
possible, at least not in this age of
technology. So, any guesses for
what’s coming next? G  T

Hey There! Did You Just Defy Science?

Anika Singh, AIS Vas 1, IX A

It happens when, one fine
day, the teacher announces a
test and you sit there totally

unprepared because you just for-
got about it. It happens when,
you are on your way to the air-
port, and you realize, “oops, the
phone charger”. Yes, you wish if
you could simply go back in
time and maybe study for that
damn test, or quickly grab the
charger. But this need to travel in
time is exactly what nullifies its
need in the first place. Because:

The Hitler Paradox
What if we could go back in
time and kill the person who not
only sought to create a racial
utopia for his own race but also
was determined to rule the entire
planet, namely, Adolf Hitler? We
could become heroes, right? 
But no, as we take a closer look,
it must strike us that if we went
back in time to assassinate the
infamous fuhrer, then we would
have no reason to go back at all
and people would never know
what we did for them. Per-
plexed? Well, that is where half
the excitement is put off. 

The Grandfather Paradox
Just imagine if there was a boy
who hated

his grandfather so much that one
day, he went back in time and
pushed his grandfather off a cliff
a day before he were to marry
his grandmom. Phew! Job done.
But no! Think it over - the
grandfather married the grand-
mother, which further led to the
birth of the boy’s mother and
hence the boy. So, it’s simple.
No grandfather means no boy.
The muddle even continues with
the fact that the non-existent
state of the boy in the future, will
in fact, permit his grandfather to
live, which will in turn lead to
the birth of the boy. So, it’s a full
swing loop, you see, with no ori-
gin and thus, no reality.

The Butterfly Effect
This time, imagine yourself,
wearing a shiny silk scarf. Your
love for silk makes you go back
in time to see how it was discov-
ered. You travel way back in
time to 2696 BC and are stand-
ing on a pavement in China.
Easy-peasy, right?
But no, as soon as
you leap out from
your time machine,
you accidently land
on a butterfly,
smashing it onto
the floor.

This very butterfly was going to
lay the egg from which the pupa
would then fall into the Chinese
empress’ tea. Alas! You just
stepped on it. Wait, where’s your
scarf? Is it gone? Yes, because
silk was never even discovered.
Kudos to your curiosity.

The Predestination Paradox
Imagine you had a pet dog Roxy
5 years ago; you lose her while
out for a stroll and never find her
thereafter. But now, you have the
option to go back and find out
where Roxy went. Cool, isn’t it?
But no, as you travel back 5
years earlier to the same place,
and upon finding Roxy, you
bring her to the present, you
would end up becoming the very
reason that she went missing in
the first place. For your actions
become a part of the past event.

So, time travel is fascinating for
sure, and we may want to trans-
late it into reality. But is it going
to be worth the hassle? Think!

From time to time
The Hidden Convolutions Of Time Travel

Megha Chattopadhyay
AIS Vasundhara 1, XII A

Welcome back to the
Human Scientific In-
novation Awards

2020, media partner - The Global
Times. It is time, ladies and gen-
tlemen, to announce the winner
for the ‘Best AI device 2020’.
Let’s have a look at the nominees.
First in line is Alexa Echo by
Amazon, followed by CIMON
(Crew Interactive Mobile
companion), Int-Ball...And
the award goes to…

The music intensifies and so
does a conversation between
Alexa and CIMON.
Alexa: I am winning this one,
period. Now, see I weigh
so less, I can be carried
anywhere. Cool, right?
CIMON: If that’s the
criterion, I am taking the
trophy home undisputed,
since I can move freely
anywhere on my own. I
can fly too. Beat that!
Alexa: Flying is interesting
sure, but not entertaining.
That’s what I do, by talking to
everyone in the house, playing
music- all of it using my pre-
mium speakers powered by
Dolby with crisp vocals and
dynamic bass response! I
am their perfect companion.
That’s why Indians said ‘Alexa, I
love you’, once in every minute
in 2019.
CIMON: They love you cos you
are as naive as them, entertaining
stupidity. As for me, I’m meant
for more evolved conversations
like talking to astronauts during
their space expeditions. With my

recent update, I have been trans-
formed from a scientific assistant
to an empathetic conversational
partner, with my ‘eyes’ able to
recognise faces and sense emo-
tions, 8 microphones that act as
‘ears’ for detecting origin of
sounds, and a directional micro-
phone for good voice recognition. 

Alexa: *seething in anger* Puh-
leezzz…I am a lot more than just
a trophy gadget. I too help people
by looking up things for them on
the internet, ranging from how to
repair broken door knobs to help-
ing them shop groceries! I can
even act as a remote system for
their smart homes. And not to for-
get, all the kids’ questions that I
keep answering all the time. 

CIMON: *smirks* Kiddy ques-
tions? Yeah, right! But can you re-
spond to scientific queries during
space voyages, like the procedure
of conducting some complicated
experiment or repairing a broken
part of the rocket? Well, I do. In
fact, I can even show them a
video for the same on my wide
LCD screen. Not just that but I
have ultrasound sensors that can
sense the surroundings and help
in evading any risk of collision.
Alexa: Don’t you be so proud
now. I too have the ability to
communicate with sensors that
detect any sort of motion,
whether it is opening of a win-

dow or a door. I also
make communica-

tion easier with my
smart video or
phone calling fea-

ture, allowing peo-
ple to converse
sitting thousands of
miles apart. 
CIMON: Miles
apart? Well, I can

send data to people
light-years apart! I
can send survey re-
ports, pictures and
videos to earth even

when on a space
voyage. Tsh tsh! 
Alexa: But then

you are priced at around 6 million
USD. You “reach” everyone! Eh?
CIMON: *about to say some-
thing but gets interrupted* 

*clears throat* We are extremely
sorry to announce that our Best
AI device trophy is missing. Sher-
lock-tech has been called to un-
ravel this mystery. But thank you
all for coming and sorry. Ciao!G  T

Who’s
the best

AI?

Alexa VS CIMON: The Battle Of The Best

Vehicular Oddities
Illustration: Aastha Vij, AIS Vas 1, IX A

Illustration: Tanushree, AIS Vas 1, IX A Graphic: Pranik Rai, AIS Vas 1, XI B
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Ananta Taneja
AIS Vasundhara 1, X D

Five ounces of serious
unrealism, a couple ta-
blespoons masala with

some generous toppings of en-
tertainment. That’s Bollywood
for you. Flying cars, gravity
defying humans, dodging bul-
lets with the hand are some
cocktails that come out of this
heady concoction. Sometimes
shaken, sometimes stirred;
sometimes served in the ele-
gance of martini glasses and on
other occasions a blatant serv-
ing in a high ball – the flavour
remains same. If only we
would take cue from our west-
ern counterparts. 
While this unrealism is the
COVID-19 that afflicts the en-
tire Bollywood fraternity,
Rohit Shetty seems to be the
messiah of them all. Seriously,
how do you even explain the
actor jumping into air, staying
there thread bare and then
landing at his own free will.
Sorry Newton, we feel you!
Come on Shetty, if hi-fi or hi-
flying cars is your thing, then
how about a marathon session
of Fast and Furious? In the fifth
instalment of the movie fran-
chise, you see a bus crash and
roll over so many times when
hit by a car. And then the bus
makes a random bounce high
in the air. This may seem a lit-
tle Shetty-esque, but then the

quality of visuals and even the
car, you can’t really compare
the two. 
But Shetty isn’t the only one
serving us with this cocktail
that often leaves us dizzy with
its nonsense. How can one for-
get Akshay Kumar stopping
bullets with his hand and turn-
ing it into a grenade in ‘The re-
turn of the Khiladi’. If only the
makers had seen Matrix and its
‘ground breaking’ bullet scene
where Keanu i.e., Neo, the pro-
tagonist, stops all the bullets
with just a show of his palm.
Talk to my hand, hah!
If they really want to pull off
some law defying action, then
why not a Cyrus in ‘Con air’ or
John Creasy in ‘Man of fire’,
walking away from a nuclear
explosion, unflinching. How
we were literally ‘blown
away’. A Saif Ali Khan pulling
the same in ‘Race’ or Salman
in ‘Tiger zinda hai’ is now not
the same thing, and most defi-
nitely cringe-worthy. 
It’s easy to see who emerges
triumphant in this battle of the
woods. Or as Maya Sarabhai
would have put it “Monisha,
say Hollywood, Bollywood is
so categorically middle class”.
The eerie similarities of the
two, of course, having melted
and completely ignored, like
ice in either of these cocktails.
So, drink it up, whichever you
may, because in the end my
friend, it all tastes the same.

Radhika Goel
AIS Vasundhara 1, XI B

Google has been around
for more than two
decades now. Other

than being a reservoir of infinite
information, it has also been

the nonpareil fulcrum of cre-
ativity since its very birth. Case
in point- Doodles. Google’s in-
genious representation of infor-
mation through its quirky
doodles serves as a treat to our
eyes. Here’s proof of how and
why doodles went on to become
the most intriguing components
of Google.

From…a comical message
It all started in the August of
1998, when Google’s

founders Sergey Brin and
Larry Page were headed to
Nevada’s Burning Man Festi-
val, but wanted to leave an “out
of office” message for the
users telling them that they
won’t be available at
Google’s helm for a while
(lest the server crashed). A
stick figure that resembled
the festival’s logo was
placed behind the second ‘O’
in Google’s homepage, indi-
cating their attendance at the
festival. Only if we were to
know that a doodle that was a
simple message to the users
would eventually change the
way we surf the internet today!

To…a new concept
It was the year 2000. Larry and
Sergey thought that it was time
for another doodle, two years
after their first very simple ef-
fort, a humorous one at that, this
time to mark the importance of
Bastille Day. An intern, Dennis
Hwang, was assigned to create a
doodle to signify the same. The
result: another fetching doodle
that quickly managed to strike
the right chord with the users,
and Hwang was soon appointed

as Google’s chief doodler. This
led to the creation of this unique
concept of celebrating important
events and people who have
helped shape the world of today
through creative changes made
to Google’s original logo. Soon,
a full-fledged team of illustra-
tors and engineers was formed
for the same purpose and as
many as 4000 doodles have
been created ever since. Dennis
Hwang is currently Google’s
webmaster. Great job done!

Then…a creative streak
Not only did doodles educate
their users on significant events
but also made the whole experi-
ence interactive. The most fa-
mous and memorable ones
include the Pac-man doodle- the
first fully interactive doodle
with a customised playable ver-
sion of the popular 1980s ar-
cade game Pac-man to honor
the game’s 30th anniversary.
With this idea gaining more
prominence over time, Google
created the Les Paul Guitar doo-
dle- a playable guitar shaped
doodle created to pay tribute to
the guitar legend. Adding to this
list is the first ever AI powered
doodle called the Bach doodle.
Google surfing experience
taken to the next level!

Now…a trove of knowledge
While Doodles remain popular
for their creative and unique
ways to appeal to people, they
have never strayed away from
their purpose of being informa-
tive enough. From celebrating
unprecedented events such as
discovery of water on the moon
to commemorating the first
Japanese railway timetable, to
the 1989 Berlin Wall Falls are
some interesting examples for
the same. Doodles have success-
fully reminded us about the ob-

scure yet important events
and figures in his-

tory, and have
also been a
medium through
which users have

been able to pene-
trate deeper into the

layers of information
that this vast ocean of

information, internet
has to offer.

Drink
it up
A Spicy Mix Of The Woods

Anupriya Bhatnagar
AIS Vasundhara 1, XI C

Lily came home and
plopped her school bag
on the bed, as if she were

never to touch it again. After all,
it was the last day of school be-
fore summer vacation started and
she had plans, big plans- to see
her dad who lived overseas and
of course, her first plane ride. “I
would be on cloud nine, literally.
Yay!” Lily thought to herself as
nothing mattered more.
Next day, Lily woke up quite
early owing to her uncontrollable
excitement. Soon, the mother-
daughter duo reached the airport,
got the documents and visas val-
idated, took tickets to the flight
and finally, boarded the plane.
Lily had got a window seat.
“How wonderful!” she ex-
claimed, “Now I can see what all
happens in the sky! I can even
spot other planets from my win-
dow, can’t I Mommy?” Lily ex-
uberated as her mother fastened
the seatbelt. She was more than

prepared to finally experience all
that she had imagined.
Eventually, the plane picked up
speed, pushing Lily back into her
seat. She saw the land drifting
further and further away till it
was no bigger than a mere speck.
“Bye India!” Lily whispered,
waving her hand. She wondered
if someone was waving at her,
just like she used to wave at
aeroplanes flying past her house.
When they finally reached above
the clouds, all she could see was
the bright light and clouds all

around. “I think birds are scared
to come close to the huge plane.
Perhaps I can spot Mars”, Lily
looked out of the window hope-
fully. Little time had passed
when Lily spotted a horse. A
white, fluffy horse that had its
forelimbs up in the sky. “Is this
horse happy or angry?” Lily
thought. Gradually, she saw the
horse disappear into the pink and
orange sky as the sun began to
sink. She turned to her mom and
said, “I think we have reached a
different planet. See the sky is

pink now.” Slowly, darkness de-
scended and after being friends
with the horse cloud, Lily drifted

off to sleep. 
Soon an announcement of

the plane landing was
made. Lily woke up in a

jiffy and checked her seat
buckle. She looked out of

the window again as her
stomach jumped up and

down. She was exhila-
rated to see so many stars

beneath her. “Look momma,
there are more stars below us
than there are in the sky!” Lily
said enthusiastically as the plane
approached touchdown. 
While they were waiting to devi-
ate, Lily asked her mother,
“Mom, why didn’t the aeroplane
collide with the clouds while fly-
ing?” “Lily, your father would
explain this too”, said the mother
as she spotted him in the dis-
tance. Lily gleefully hugged her
father and excitedly narrated her
first flight to him only to drift
away into sleep in his arms, all
set to go on another adventure in
her dreamland. G T

The first flight

More than just a 

How Google Became What It Is Today!

The Tale Of A Little Girl’s Imagination Taking Flight

U, Me Aur Hum Whose life is it anyway?

Pandemic situation, no classroom fun...That
didn't mean we'll be deprived of reading our
favourite newspaper!

Pranik Rai, AIS Vas 1, XI B, Page Editor
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“We keep moving forward, opening new doors,
and doing new things because we’re curious and
curiosity keeps leading us down new paths.”

-Walt Disney

These unprecedented times
have made us equip ourselves
to face all odds and march
ahead with resilience. The
current situation has rein-
forced the values of humility,
responsibility and solidarity.
The new hybrid model of ed-
ucation has paved a new path
for students to explore the

world and Amity has brilliantly adopted this new
mode under the supreme guidance of honourable
Chairperson Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan. Her un-
wavering commitment for her dear students has
been remarkable, specially, in these trying times.
She is a visionary par excellence who always
thinks about students and wants them to inherit a
strong foundation built on ethics and values. 
This contest edition, put forward by the talented
students of AIS Vasundhara 1, is a reflection of
these ethics and values; a reflection of their con-
tinued efforts and unbarred creativity. With the
blessings of Chairperson ma’am, the students
have left no stone unturned to bring excellence
into the pages of this newspaper. I am thankful
to all my students who dipped their oars into the
art of newspaper making and sailed it to the
shore of publication. I heartily wish all the read-
ers my best wishes and hope this souvenir will
play a vital role in the all-round development of
the students.G  T

Dr. Bhavana 
Kulshrestha

Principal, AIS Vas 1

Keep going!

It was nearly two decades
ago, when I envisioned Ecom
Forum (ref page 11) with an
intent to bring scientific tem-
perament and entrepreneurial
skills on the same platform. I
wanted to give students with
a scientific bent of mind, an
opportunity to innovate with

economic orientation. I wanted my Amitians to
explore the viability of their scientific idea be-
yond the lab to ensure that it offered utility and
was more than just a science experiment. I
wanted them to understand that the real meaning
of science and technology is achieved only when
it reaches the common man in most affordable
way, making day to day life easy and sustainable.
This year, as I attended the programme, I was
heartened to see that my vision had been realised.
With their innovative projects, young minds had
not just exhibited scientific genius, but also
showcased a visionary approach by ensuring the
viability of the same.Their ideas were not only
innovative but also inclusive, progressive and
with a potential to be the harbingers of change. 
At Amity, we always strive to design every ac-
tivity and programme, in a way such that it kin-
dles the scientific spirit and inclusive thinking
of young minds, making them visionary and
sensitive global citizens. Dhananjay Mohan Sci-
ence Symposium, Robotronics, Vasudha, Math-
amity, AIMUN, YRoNS, Youth Power etc, are
some other initiatives by Amity where innova-
tors of today are nurtured to be the changemak-
ers of tomorrow. 
A child’s mind is very receptive and thinking
very malleable. If this malleability and porosity
of mind is kindled with appropriate stimulus,
then every child can shine, their luminosity, in
turn creating a brighter, happier world. And at the
end of the day that’s what we all want – a happy
world to live in.  G  T

Dr Amita Chauhan
Chairperson

Muse
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GT is the plane and the road, it is
the destination, it is home.

Anika Joshi, AIS Vas 1, X A 
Page Editor

Another year gone
by, and another
splendid journey

with GT that became a priceless
asset to our new mode of learning.
Even in these different times, AIS
Vasundhara 1 is truly proud and ex-
cited to acclaim that we are ready
with all new hopes and hues to
bring out this contest edition of the
GT which will certainly unfurl a
whole new world for the readers.
This newspaper is an eclectic mix
of our students’ endeavour, and the
fervent write-ups of our writers are
indubitably adequate to hold the at-
tention and appreciation of the read-
ers. We are sure that the optimistic
attitude, persistent efforts and
ground-breaking ideas demon-
strated by our writers, illustrators,
editors, photographers, designers
etc., will definitely stir the mind of
one and all. 
The articles penned by our brilliant
students in this issue are the true
musings of their ignited minds, and
the thoughts published in this vol-
ume showcase the talent inherent in
our students. This platform, known
by the name of The Global Times,
surely transcends the expectations of
readers with every edition, and this
one, made by the utmost confluence
of the talent of our students, will
rekindle reading, writing and jour-
nalism in everyone who picks it up.

Yes,we exist
The Extravagant Problems Of An Extrovert

Editorial

Anika Joshi
AIS Vasundhara 1, X A

As another movie rolls into the
cinemas with the lead role
shown as an introvert, their

hidden ‘cool’ personality and all the
problems they have to go through
daily, all the extroverts sigh in the
distance. Once again introverts
and their problems meet an end-
less glorification, and extroverts
are hushed into the back-
ground, only the stereotypes
and things they are expected
to do in the forefront. 

I like it how all eyes
turn toward me
when there is a
sudden awk-
ward silence
in the group.
I am a born
entertainer,
or at least
that’s what
‘Geet’ from
‘Jab We Met’ told
you. Now there isn’t a sin-
gle soul on the planet who doesn’t like
to carry the burden of the evening, so
why should we be any different.

I am extremely confident about
everything I do or say. 
I have the gift of gab so that makes me
impervious to any kind of self-doubt.

Though it is a different story altogether
that we extroverts tend to embarrass
ourselves quite often, simply because
we talk too much, and at times without
even framing the sentences completely

in our head. And so we are not really
as assured about ourselves as one may
like to think.

I am so flaky, simply because I talk
too much.
Ah! Those introverts and their
poignant few words easily win them
the title of being ‘deep’. We extroverts

– depth? Nah! What are you talking?
We talk too much. How can we have
any substance at all? Even if we are
great artists, thinkers or creatives.

I can speak every second, every
minute, every hour, every day.
Yeah sure! I mean, why not? Don’t
you see the ‘always on’ button right
here on my forehead? Everyone
needs to recharge, but not us extro-

verts, only because our need to
recharge kicks in after a wee bit
longer. Fair, isn’t it? 

I love to organise
everything.

Being the
admin of a 1000
W h a t s A p p

threads was al-
ways my
dream. I love
it how I go
h a n k e r i n g
from one per-

son to another
to make one plan.

And even if I don’t love it, my need
for company is greater than yours. So,
if no one else cares to make a plan, I
have to.

If the sarcasm here was too much to
endure, my apologies, but we extro-
verts are born with wit and sarcasm.
Or that maybe yet another stereotype
you’ve attached to us.G  T

Illustration: Manvi Gupta, AIS Vas 1, XI C

Kindling
thinkers

Melange

Maansi Anand
AIS Vasundhara 1, XII C

Hi! Remember me? I don’t
think you do. I kicked the
bucket quite some while

ago, 2012 to be precise. Of course,
you can find my remains scattered in
the online domain. But my mortal
body in fine print, a 32-volume edi-
tion, weighing 129 pounds, ceased in
2010. Yes, yes, you got it right, they
call me the Encyclopedia.
Oh no! You can spare those sympa-
thetic looks. I had a long run, a 244-
year-old one at that, and most of it
pretty glorious. A pre-eminent font of
facts, my gilded volumes attested to
my supremacy. My gold lettering, the
ancient smell of my weighty tome;
all exuded royalty. 
In fact, there was a time when you
could size up a middle-class family,
if they had me on the shelf. Heck, I
was so important that families even

considered purchasing me on EMIs.
The salesmen carrying me from door
to door strutted with elan. Today, I
am bought by only embassies and
educational institutions, but I con-
tinue to be a luxury item. FYI, my
last print copy was sold for a $1,395
price tag.
Back in the day, oh I mean my day ie
1950s, I was a possession coveted for
its usefulness and a goalpost for an
aspirational middle class. So, it
should not surprise you that I sold an
astounding 1,20,000 copies in 1990s
in the US. It’s a different story that
the sale of the same editions now
makes for less than 1% of Britan-
nica’s revenue. In fact, only 8,000 of
the 12,000 printed copies of my 200
edition were sold; the remaining
4000 still rest in warehouses. 
But then all good things come to an
end. My end was nearing for a long
time; I just didn’t accept my fate. It
was the age of ‘Wiki Everything’. I

knew it was end of the road for me.
But a part of me did not want to ac-
cept it. No, it wasn’t entirely self-de-
nial, rather self-awareness. I mean,
how could a rather inaccurate, at
times even incomprehensible, fact
file outdo me. I was handcrafted by
experts after endless labour,
screened, pursued and what not – one
edition a year to be precise. Wikipedia
was no match – a bunch of content
without any authentication. 
But then I don’t think I lost out to Mr
Wiki alone. I think my defeat lay in
losing out to myself, in my ability, or
lack of it, to innovate. When the world
was carrying knowledge in their pock-
ets, I continued with my tome. Per-
haps, I died under the weight of my
own massive print. Not to say that I
didn’t try. 
It was in the 1970s, when I tried to
store my data in a mainframe com-
puter to ensure streamlined editing.
While I thought it was a brilliant up-

grade, it didn’t really pan out as ex-
pected. And then there was ‘Encarta’
– my DVD alias. Then there was the
Britannica Online, my e-version. And
how can I miss the Britannica 21 Edi-
torial Project, my most aggressive
overhaul, uff! With my content being
uploaded and updated every four
hours, I had become a world class ref-
erence source, with over 500,000
household subscribers. But all of this
was short lived.
The tech savvy might argue that in the
time when everything is available at
the click of a button, there is nothing
to miss really. But for the nostalgia
struck, it is the end of an era. 
My days are over, but the journey as
being the oldest continuously pub-
lished encyclopedia in the English lan-
guage has been great. The end of print
edition was a momentous event, but a
macroscopic view and maybe it was
just another turn in the road of human
quest for knowledge.

An elapsed existence
And Here Comes The End Of The Great ‘Encyclopaedian’ Era

Illustration: Sarah Qadri, AIS Vas 1, XI A

Debosmita Mukherjee
GT Teacher Coordinator

AIS Vas-1
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“Let’s be our own kind of different”,
that’s what GT says!

Sarah Qadri, AIS Vas 1, XI A
Page EditorC
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Permian World
The time period: 299-251 million years ago 
The transformation: Collision between two
landmasses- Laurasia and Gondwanaland
forming the proto continent, ‘Pangea’. The
continent appeared as a C-shaped continent
astride the Equator (stretched from 85° N to
90° S), surrounded by Panthalassa ocean, a
vast ocean twice the breadth of the modern
Pacific Ocean.
What else changed? Radiation of reptiles,
origin of mammal-like reptiles along with ex-
tinction of many marine invertebrates.

Triassic World
The time period: 251-199 million years ago
The transformation: The rolling of convection
currents from North to South led to the breakup
of Pangea. Also, tectonic plate movements hap-
pened alongside, altering ocean circulation,
acidification and deoxygenation. Panthalassa
ocean remained, but the Atlantic Ocean formed
as North America split from the Eurasian Plate.
What else changed? Gymnosperms dominated
the landscape. The first dinosaurs and shrew-
like mammals appeared.

Jurassic World
The time period: 199.6-45.5 million years ago
The transformation: Pangea continued to split
up, developing central Atlantic Ocean and the
Gulf of Mexico. While in ocean basins, there was
a continuous accumulation of thick flood basalts
and deposition of sediments, the continental rift-
ing was separating Africa and South America
from Antarctica, India and Madagascar.
What else changed? Gymnosperms remained
dominant. Dinosaurs topped the food chain on
land and in the air, ‘birds’ evolved. 

Cretaceous World
The time period: 145- 66 million years ago
The transformation: Continental drift was happening
rapidly. India and Australia were still joined to Antarctica,
but Africa and South America started splitting. Europe and North America
were beginning to split too. The future constituents of South and Central Asia
formed a gigantic archipelago. The Atlantic, Indian, Arctic and Pacific
oceans were all beginning to take shape as the continents move toward their
present positions. 
What else changed? Sea levels were the highest in terrestrial history, creat-
ing vast, shallow seas. Angiosperms appeared, and the dinosaurs were on
the horizon of becoming extinct.

Tertiary World
The time period: 66- 2.6 million years ago
The transformation: This period is divided into four epochs. In
Eocene epoch, Europe and North America separated. Australia
separated from Antarctica and India crashed into Asia, forming
the Himalayas from the Tethys sea in the Oligocene epoch; followed
by pushing of Africa into Europe. Alps formed and Arctic got blan-
keted with ice in Miocene epoch. Finally, Africa closed off the
Mediterranean Sea, and North- South America joined at Panama
during the Pliocene epoch. 
What else changed? There was major radiation of mammals, birds
and pollinating insects with increase in angiosperm dominance.
Ape-like ancestors of humans appeared. And now we’re in the Qua-
ternary world!

Exploring the
How The World Shaped Over The Million Years

World Map

Text: Megha Chattopadhyay, AIS Vas 1, XII A | Illustration: Sarah Qadri, AIS Vas 1, XI A
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Ananta Taneja, AIS Vasundhara 1, X D 

Icouldn’t sleep. Counted the stars, sung
myself a lullaby, but still I couldn’t sleep.
It was around midnight, all my room-

mates were asleep. Legit bored, I went into
the balcony only to see an eerie red glow all
around instead of the regular white from the
moon. I looked up, I couldn’t see the moon.
All I saw in its place was bright red lettering
floating in the sky saying ‘ERROR 404’. 
Someone must be joking around, projecting
it on the sky. The moon must be hidden in
the clouds. But the look, it was bright enough
to tell it wasn't being projected. Confused, I
finally decided to wake up my roommate
Sara. Like every time, she was sleeping

under a mountain of blankets to ‘keep warm’.
It took me some time to pull off all her blan-
kets, but while pulling off the last one, I didn’t
expect to see what I saw. She wasn’t there. In
her place was a bright red sign floating on the
bed saying ‘ERROR 404’.
I...I didn’t know how to process this. What
was happening? I went to wake the others, but
found the same thing. The same sign! Trying
to keep myself calm, I called my mom. She
didn't pick up. I started calling every single
contact on my phone, but weirdly, no one was

picking up. I changed clothes and went out-
side. Not a single soul in sight. Now frantic,
I realized that my home was perhaps the only
place that could shield me from this chaos. 
I went back up, packed my stuff, and headed
towards the airport. I opened my phone only
to find ‘no cabs near you’. I decided to walk

to the main road and see if I could find
something. But it was the same story
everywhere. Not a single soul in sight.
Ten minutes later, I was driving down

NH3, heading home while music played on
my phone to distract me from the elephant in
the room. But I could see the empty roads.
Fast forward 6 hours, I was near my society.
I rushed, hoping to find my parents, hoping
they survived whatever is happening. I parked
the car. But the scene is no different here. The
same ‘ERROR 404’ shining through every
little nook and cranny. I go up the lift and
open the door to my house. 
As soon as I entered, I didn’t see my house.
In its place was a well-lit tech office kind of
lab with 6 people inside, standing in a line in
lab coats, with faces I had never seen before.
I start backing up, when the one in the middle
said, “The trial has been successful. We have
hijacked the Earth. Welcome to our land.”

WORDS VERSE

Tanya Bansal
AIS Vasundhara 1, XII A

Barefoot and with a bare heart
I sit on a bench on the green grass
My eyes wander here and there
My mind begins to run everywhere

Perhaps, the problems aren’t as big
Maybe our graves, we ourselves dig 
Perhaps, solutions are present near us
But we choose to needlessly fuss

The green grass inflicts a calming effect
And I utilise my time to introspect
Do not give up, strive and rise
Winner is the one who survives

Time fades, I lay on the grass

Face to face, I stare at the stars
Meanwhile, I realise one more thing
That hope never goes missing

The sky would be all dull and black
But moon is a hope on a dark track
Hope that one day it'll be all bright
Hope that one day it'll be all right G T

Realisation

CAMERA CAPERS
Kshitiz Saxena, AIS Vasundhara 1, XII B

Into the woods, towards home Through the crevices, towards home In the open, towards home

Send in your entries to 
cameracapers@theglobaltimes.in

May the Grammar be with you!!
Anupriya Bhatnagar, XI C & Chhavi Chawla, XI B

Page Editors

The moon must be hidden in the
clouds. But the look, it was

bright enough to tell it wasn't
being projected.

Storywala

Naman Gupta, AIS Vasundhara 1, X E

A 4x4 grid is given below. Fill numbers from
1 to 16 to complete the magic square. The
numbers in each row and column should add
up to the same number. Some numbers are
filled for your help.

This is a typical type of magic square where the
sum of 4 numbers (in same colour) comes out to
be the same in 36 different ways. Some of
these ways are listed on the left.

The sum of numbers in
each row and column 

is 34

Did you know?

Train the brain

1 7
11 13

10 16
4 6

141127
118132
510316
41569HINT
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Oats spinach dhokla 

For dhokla 
Oats flour..............250 gm
Semolina................100 gm
Salt .............................1 tsp
Curd ......................250 gm

Water......................350 ml
Spinach.............… 130 gm
Fruit salt.................1/2 tsp
Water........................20 ml

Pyasvni Sharma, AIS Vasundhara 1, IX D

Ingredients

For tempering
Oil ............................2 tbsp
Mustard seeds............. tsp

Curry leaves ............10-15
Green chili.......................5

For the chutney
Coriander ..........15 grams
Cloves ..............................2
Green chili.......................2

Coconut...................40 gm
Salt ..........................1/2 tsp
Lemon juice ............2 tbsp

Preparation

n In a mixing bowl, put oats flour, semolina, salt and curd and
mix it well.

n Then, add a cup of water and mix it to make a thick batter.
n Let the batter rest for 10-15 minutes.
n Now, add spinach and blend it well.
n Add fruit salt and some more water to it, to attain a thick

yet flowy consistency.
n Now, pour the batter into the steamer dish and place it on

a steamer.
n After 10-12 minutes, stick a knife into the middle of the

steamed batter. If it comes out clean, then it is cooked.
n Remove it from the steamer and cut it into pieces.
n Now for the tempering, heat oil in a pan and add mustard

seeds, curry leaves, green chillies and stir for about 2-3 min-
utes on medium heat.

n Pour the tempering gently over the dhokla.
n Now for the chutney, take coriander, cloves, green chili, co-

conut, salt and lemon juice in a blender and blend it into a
smooth puree.

n Transfer this into a bowl and serve it with the oats spinach
dhokla! How did you like it?

Pics: Sajal Kumar, AIS Vas 1, XI B
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Harshal Sinha, AIS Vas 1, VI D

It was a hot and dry day when
a ragged man fell on the step
of a grocery store’s entrance.

Seeing the old man in distress, the
owner of the grocery store rushed
out to help him. The old soul
looked pale and was on the verge
of fainting, begging for some
water. The grocer rushed inside
and returned with a pot of water.
This was the only water he had.
Besides, the store was on the edge
of the village, and he knew he
would not get any drinking water
nearby. But ignoring his own
need, he gave the pot to the old

man, who gulped it all down. The
grocer noticed that the old man
suddenly looked absolutely fine
and healthy. Both of them realised
that it was not a normal occur-
rence. The old man then blessed
the grocer and went away. 
The grocer was happy knowing
he’d helped a person in need.
Soon after, another person came
to his store, bought some stuff and
asked for water. Without looking
inside, the grocer showed him the
pot in disappointment and said,
“Sorry brother! There’s no water.
I myself am thirsty.” The visitor
checked the pot and saw water in
it. He uttered, “Why are you

lying? It’s full of water.” The gro-
cer was astonished but kept his
amazement to himself and
handed over the pot to the lad.
The visitor drank some water,
thanked him and left.
Out of sheer curiosity, the grocer
lifted the pot and peeked inside.
To his surprise, the pot was still
full of water. He could not be-
lieve his eyes. After a lot of in-
ternal debate, he concluded that
this was a magic pot filled with
magical water. “I should use this
water to cure people”, he
thought. He told about this to
everyone in his village and soon
there was a queue of sick people

outside the store.
It had been a few weeks since
then when one day, a cunning old
man came to him, suggesting him
to monetise the whole pot water
formula. Reluctant at first, the old
grocer complied as greed took the
best of him. 
From that day on, he started
charging hefty amounts to cure
people of their sickness; the
greater the sickness, the more the
amount he exacted. And so
overnight, he became super rich.
But what happened next, scared
him out of his wits. The magical
water in the pot was decreasing
day by day. Perplexed as to why
this was happening, he decided to
consult the old man who gave
him the idea in the very first
place. The very next day when he
visited him, he was caught by sur-
prise as the old man rebuked him
for his opportunistic stance. 
“You were the one who proposed
it all,” said the grocer benumbed.
“You failed,” replied the old man.
And in that moment, the grocer
sensed where he went wrong. He
realised that the gift he received
due to a selfless deed was now
gone, all because the pot was now
filled with his own selfish deeds,
his own greed. G T

The magic pot

Wisdom tale

Mosaic Junior
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Every time you make a grammatical error,
don’t worry, the editor’s got your back!

Radhika Goel, AIS Vasundhara 1, XI B
Page EditorC
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So, what did you learn today?
We should not be greedy.

The visitor checked
the pot and saw water

in it. He uttered,
“Why are you lying?

It’s full of water.”

Take an empty Maaza 1 litre
plastic bottle and paint it yellow
from the outside using yellow
acrylic paint. Allow it to dry.
After the paint is dry, hori-
zontally wrap 3 black tape strips
on the bottle, one on the neck,
one on its rear end and the third
one in between them both.
Using a black marker, make
eyes on the sloppy section of
the bottle just above the neck.
Take an empty Appy fizz bot-
tle and cut it from its neck,
keeping its rear end for use.
Now slice this secured por-
tion into 2 halves vertically and
trim all the extra curvy edges
until you get the shape of wings.
Make random strips on these
wings using black acrylic paint.
Now paste these wings on the
neck of the yellow painted bot-
tle, one on each side, using
black tape.
Take 3 long strips of black
tape and stick them one over the
other to get a thick strip. Make
6 such thick strips. These will
be the legs and hands of the bee.
Now invert the bottle and
stick 4 of these strips at an equal
distance below the neck section,
2 on each side.
Paste the other 2 strips on the

bottle neck, one on each side.
Now take a thin black plas-
tic wire & cut it into 2 equal
parts of about 6 cm each & stick
them above the eyes, forming
the antennae of the bee.
Now take the empty reels
and cut them from their upper
and rear ends. You will be left
with the middle part which is in
the form of a hollow roll.
Cut out these hollow reels
into several small rolls and
colour them with lemon yellow
water color. Allow them to dry.
Now take a golden glitter
sheet and cut it in the shape of a
basic hexagon.
Now paste the hollow reel
cutouts on this glitter sheet very
close to each other, giving a
honey comb look.
Paste this honeycomb over
a cardboard sheet.
Place the bee over the hon-
eycomb and fix it with Fevicol,
in a way that its body rests on
the honeycomb.
Pull out the tape legs and
hands a bit so they look a bit
bulged out and stick them to the
cardboard sheet by their free
end, keeping intact the curve.
Your plastic bee with comb
is ready! Place it on your desk.

Illustration: Anika Tandon, AIS Vas 1, VIII D

Duaa with her bee

Pic courtesy: Sajal Kumar, AIS Vas 1, XI B

Cardboard sheet-1
Golden glitter sheet-1
Empty Maaza 1L plastic
bottle-1
Empty Appy fiz 500ml plas-
tic bottle-1
Scissors
Black tape

Thin plastic wire
Yellow and 

black acrylic paint
Lemon yellow water colour
Black permanent marker
Fevicol/quick fix
Thread reels without thread 

The plastic bee
Duaa Faridi, AIS Vasundhara 1, IV D

Material required

Methodology

POEMS

PAINTING CORNER

Tanay Singh Rawat 
AIS Vasundhara 1, III A

I must stay neat and clean
Untidy, I must not be seen
From morning till I go to bed
I try to stay fresh toe to head
I brush my teeth twice a day
I gargle all the germs away
I wash my hands without fail
Once a week, I trim my nails
I wash, I scrub, I comb my hair
Finding me untidy is so rare 
This is how I stay clean
Hygiene is my daily routine. G T

A true friend

Harshal Sinha, AIS Vasundhara 1, VI D

The person who touches your heart
The one who buys ice cream and chaat
The one who makes your day bright
The one with whom you always fight

The person who shows the right way
The one who nourishes life every day
The one who tells right from wrong 
The one you remember life long

The one who wipes your tears
The one whose antics you always bear
The one who gives a new start
A friend is one who touches your heart G T

Personal
hygiene

Illustration: Hemakshi Grover, AIS Vas 1, VII A

Illustration: Agrima Ahuja, AIS Vas 1, VIII B

It’s Me

About me
I like: Making new friends and playing games 
I dislike: Loneliness and keeping quiet
My hobby: Reading books and watching cartoons  
My role model: My papa 
My best friend: Saptarshi Dutta 
I want to become: A pilot 
I want to feature in GT because: I find GT very 
colourful and informative and it teaches me so
many good things. 

My favourites
Book: Peppa Pig Series 
Game: Football
Mall: DLF Mall of India, Noida  
Food: Vermicelli, puri aloo
Teacher: Shruti ma’am 
Poem: Wheels on the bus

Know me
My name: Neer Dhawan 
School: AIS Vas 1
Class: KG C
Birthday: April 18

Aanchal Sharma
AIS Vas 1, IV A
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The fight continues

C
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According to the Indian Ministry
of Health, COVID-19 recovery
rate in the country is 90.62
percent at present.

2020 - a year where humanity almost stared
into doomsday and boomeranged back. As
the world makes its way back to fixing the

trembling economy and aiding the falling indus-
tries, the students soon to face their first interviews,
placements, and job offers are worried about how
the HRs of the this new ‘normal’ marketplace will

shift its requirements for a candidate. To guide the
youngsters to foray into this new workforce, Amity
International Business School, UP, organised an
online industry panel discussion on August 19,
2020, to focus on ‘The Pulse of HR’ where leading
experts in the field made the transition for the stu-
dents easier. GT presents you with the excerpts!

“Though the current
situation has been
very difficult, there

still are some really good oppor-
tunities that have come up during
these unprecedented times. Life
changes and we acclimatise, and
there is a huge opportunity for
transformation, which is why
students who will soon be pro-
fessionals should capitalise on it,
especially when it comes to the
IT sector. With business spaces
going virtual, tier 1, 2 and 3
cities have become more talent

centric, and with this shift in the
model, HR has now become ex-
tremely important to the remod-
elling and reforming of
operations and upscaling oppor-
tunities. HR is not restricted by a
physical location and technology
has been a great enabler of this
new change, which is why the
focus of the students who want
to enter the workforce soon
should be on being tech-savvy.
The key here is-‘adapt and adopt’
and be quick to respond to it.
This is the perfect time for the

younger generation to build their
inner stamina, build an engage-
ment channel for themselves,
and maximise their skills.” .G  T

The pulseof HR
Cultivating Adaptability In The COVID Era

And It Has Been A Tough Ride!

Sandhydeep Purri, Chief
People Officer, Sapphire

Foods (Pizza Hut & KFC)

Time to transform

“Times have changed and
now more relevance is

being given to the fact that HR is
a core business function, and does
not just exist for hiring; it is a
function that actually takes busi-
ness to people. And, in today’s
time, when the business reaches
the younger generation who are
gearing up to get jobs, it is crucial
for them to realise that they can-

not change the circumstances of
the time they are joining in the
workforce, but can, however,
change the way they react to it.
Take things in your stride, be
adaptive, have passion for your
field, get your hands dirty, know
technology, be willing to learn,
and always be willing to create.
Agility is the buzzword, so learn
and skill up!”.G  T

Kashish Kapoor, AVP HR,
NEC Technologies

Changing with change

“At Tech Mahindra, we
were not caught off

guard when COVID hit India in
full vivacity as we had already
seen other countries and took
lessons from it; we already made
plans for accounting, data secu-
rity, stocking up office supplies,
logistics, etc. But what this pan-
demic taught us is that you can-
not plan everything, because
even after preparing Plan A or
Plan B, there are still chances

that things will change at the
spur of the moment, making all
your plans obsolete. But even if
everything else in life is uncer-
tain, what you can truly rely on
is your own adaptability and re-
silience. Students should be
quick to adjust, and always keep
trying to widen their knowledge.
Always be a learner, no matter
what your age, and always be
prepared to be hit but still bounce
back as that is what life is.”.G  T

Anita Pratap, Global Head
Performance, Management

& Leadership, Tech
Mahindra

Adept at adapting

Khushi Bhatia
AIS Noida, X B 

Disclaimer: I would be lying if I
said this article has no dates; but
then it might just help you in
your history exam. Who knows!
Read on as I lay bare the com-
plete journey of COVID-19 for
you all. Why? Well, probably be-
cause I just want to. 

Last year on December 10,
Wei Guixian, a seafood
merchant in Wuhan’s

Huanan seafood wholesale mar-
ket, fell ill. Over the following
three weeks, many other vendors
fell ill too. On December 29, the
country decided to alert WHO
about the same, with the Chinese
officials finally announcing their
identification of a new virus to the
world on January 7, 2020. It was
then named COVID-19. On Janu-
ary 13, first case of COVID was
confirmed outside China. On Jan-
uary 30, India saw its first case in
a Kerala student who returned
from Wuhan. The number of cases
started increasing in India from
the month of March. As a result,

cinemas, malls, schools, colleges,
offices, transport services - every-
thing was shut and the country
went into a total lockdown for
months. Phew! That’s a lot! How
did we even get through it?
Now, though the virus has been
very harsh on us humans, it has
shown immense love for nature
at the same time. With humans
stuck in their houses, the air qual-
ity outside got much better, al-
lowing animals to come out of
their shells with no fear. We
could see many rare species re-
turn to the places they originally
belonged to. But as nature
bloomed, the man-made world
suffered. So, in an attempt to dis-
tract humans out of their misery,
TV channels like DD etc. decided
to broadcast Ramayana and Ma-
habharata. People indulged them-
selves in the shows and whiled
away their time. It was tough ini-
tially but we all did get used to it.
Time indeed is a great healer.
Well, I suppose so! Hehe…
But for real though, with busi-
nesses shut, our country’s econ-
omy has taken a turn for worst. It
has basically fallen off the cliff

and we can only sit and watch.
Now the question is - till when?
So, gradually things had to open
and so they did, not without limi-
tations obviously. On May 25, do-
mestic flights resumed. From
June 7, religious places started to
reopen. On July 8, CBSE decided
to trim the syllabus up to 30% in
order to reduce the study load on
students. From September 7,
metro services resumed too, with
cinemas finally opening across
India on October 15. Slowly and
gradually everything is moving
back to how it was before. But
this time, let’s make sure we only
stick to the good part of it all.
Let’s not revive what’s unhealthy
and baleful.
I still have scads of dates to go on
and on, but let’s call it a day.
Here’s wishing good times to us
all. For friends, life is like a bed
of roses and remember, roses al-
ways have thorns. So, let’s not be
scared and tensed about the situ-
ation that we have to deal with.
Let’s all be calm and patient.
Let’s believe in God and trust me,
everything will be all right soon!
Right? *laughs nervously* G  T

Ipshita Kochhar, AIS MV, II B

It was only some months ago that the unwel-
comed coronavirus pandemic gripped our
country, subsequently pushing the whole

world into a never-seen-before lockdown. Not
only did this pandemic question our safety and
sanitisation, it also made us realise that we are
short of the necessary equipment for the same
when it came to masks and sanitisers. And while
all of us ran amok as to how to deal with such a
crisis, I saw our PM emphasising and promoting
the use of handmade masks and being self-reliant. 
I shared the news regarding handmade masks
with my grandmother. I told her that instead of
buying new masks, we can also make masks
which are reusable. The bonus point was that my
grandmom has a penchant for knitting and she is
really good at it. Thus, crisis being the mother of
creation, it prompted us to make masks with cro-
chet and thread. After some initial glitches, my
grandmom’s first mask trial was on me, which
she did with utmost finesse. Since then, it has en-
couraged her to develop 50 masks. Although it
comes in handy for the family, we also thought of
extending the same to the needy ones who cannot

afford them easily.
Masks have certainly become the need of the
hour, but procuring it during these tough times
did become a giant challenge. But then, it’s not
impossible to overcome this challenge if we look
at it from a positive perspective. The advantage
of handmade mask is that it gives us comfort and
is more sustainable. One doesn’t have to run to
the market to buy new masks every now and then.
Moreover, it gave my grandmother a chance to
engage in her hobby whilst also being productive
during this pandemic. Win-win, isn’t it?

COVID: journey till date

Unlocking Creativity In Times Of Crisis
Weaving hope

Imaging: Dinesh Kumar, GT Network

Imaging: Dinesh Kumar, GT Network 
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The first ever virtual Ecom
Forum, an annual inter
school competition of

Economics & Commerce to fos-
ter business and management
thinking of young minds was
held on October 8, 2020. The an-
nual event has been envisioned
by Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan,
Chairperson, Amity Group of
Schools and RBEF as a platform
for young students to realise the
value of economics and com-
merce in driving the world to-
wards innovation oriented
sustainable development. She
aims to enhance the economic
understanding of students while
fostering their innovation skills
and scientific thinking for build-
ing holistic global leaders. The
inter school event was organised
by Rebus - Economics & Fi-

nance Society along with the
commerce department and was
attended by 26 eminent schools
of Delhi / NCR including differ-
ent branches of Amity Group of
Schools. The event comprised
three competitions namely Eco-
nomics Symposium, Wisdom
Wands and Fintoons. 
In economics symposium, cur-
rent issues like slowbalisation, e-
commerce, depression

symptoms in the world economy,
banking crisis, debt-free capital
structure, etc., were discussed.
Wisdom Wands was a startup
with a social cause competition
in which problems like old age
homes, plastic waste, e-waste
etc., and their solutions were pre-
sented by the students. Fintoons
included financial cartoons on
topic ‘Tides of Trade-Xi-Nomics
vs Modi-Nomics’ made by the

students. 
The prestigious Late Shri Baljit
Ji Shastri Rolling trophy was
bagged by AIS Vasundhara 6. 
The Economics Symposium was
judged by Prof OM Aggarwal,
associate professor, Department
of Commerce, Shaheed Bhagat
Singh College, New Delhi and
Dr Mahua Bhattacharejee pro-
fessor, Amity University, Uttar
Pradesh. Wisdom Wand, the
startup event with a social cause
was judged by Vira Sharma,
Managing Editor, The Global
Times; Dr Rama Srivastava a so-
cial work researcher from Delhi
University and Dr Nisha Gupta,
assistant professor, Shaheed
Bhagat Singh College, Delhi
University. Fintoons was judged
by Meenakshi Manna, a free-
lance artist. The online event was
as zestful as its offline versions
and enjoyed by everyone.G  T

Ecom Forum 2020
Nurturing The Business Leaders Of 21st Century World

Virtual Ramlila -2020The winner innovator

The changemakers 

Amitians Celebrate The Victory Of Good

Chairperson addresses the participants of Ecom forum Ecom Forum begins with Saraswati vandana and lamp lighting

Vasudha for
the primary
Unleashing Innovation

I do believe something very magical can
happen if you read a GT edition. 

Sanskruti Bharti, AIS Vas 1, XII B
Page Editor

AIS Gurugram 46

Virtual Vasudha for
Class V students was
held on October 17,

2020, under the visionary guid-
ance of Dr (Mrs) Amita
Chauhan, Chairperson, Amity
Group of Schools and RBEF, to
foster scientific thinking of
young minds in formative
years. Around 350 young inno-
vators presented their projects
on health sciences, agricultural
sciences, space science and en-
gineering. They showcased
their scientific and innovative

thinking skills by designing
sustainable working models of
solar energy irrigation, solar
car, solar fan, informative apps,
etc. These sustainable models
were designed with an aim to
create a change, by optimizing
the utilization of the available
resources on Earth. They also
designed space and rocket
models, and explained their
functions. Some of the students
even shared their own research
oriented studies of coronavirus
and its prevention based on in-
formation they collected from
different resources.

The young innovators present their projects and ideas

Name of the Competition First Position Second Position Third Position
Economics Symposium Lavanya Jain Saarthak Sahoo Anushree Prasad
Speaker AIS Mayur Vihar AIS Saket AIS Vasundhara 1
Economics Symposium Ahaan Bhandari Adveer Singh BVN
Interjector AIS Pushp Vihar
Fintoons Manya Malhotra Sakshi Verma Swadha Tripathi

Apeejay AIS Vasundhara 6 AIS Noida
Wisdom Wand - A Start Yonir Jain & Harshita Anand & Toyam Khanna &
up event with a social Yuvraj Kataria Anusha Attree Divyanshi Shukla
cause Springdales AIS Noida AIS Gurugram 46

Winners Tally Ecom Forum

AIS Noida

Siddharth Chopra of Class
IX secured first position
in a video contest on

‘Gandhian thoughts on Science
& Technology’, organised by
National Science Centre and
National Council of Science
Museums on October 2, 2020.
He won this award for his proj-
ect ‘The Corona Warrior’, in-
spired by Gandhiji’s ideas of
making science and technology
affordable and usable for the
common man. His winning
project focussed on how to de-

velop an easy to make, low-cost
smart face masks that can be
used in day to day life while
protecting people against

deadly pathogens, communica-
ble diseases as well as air pol-
lution. With this mask, people
can be safe, with real-time tem-
perature sensing. It is made up
of a modified nylon mask with
a smart control panel, and it is
washable and reusable too. G  T

AIS Vasundhara 6

Two young changemakers Sparsh Miglani
and Vaishnavi Sharma from Class XII have
been selected by the United Nations for the

prestigious ‘School Changemakers Programme’,
held under the aegis of ‘Youth Action Hub’. The
programme has been exclusively designed for
school students who are passionate to drive local
change by preserving the culture, and creating eq-
uitable economic world. They underwent a rigor-
ous international level selection process which
comprised submission of project report and an in-
terview based on topic ‘Care and compassion to-
wards senior citizens’. Only 30 students world over
are selected for this one-month programme concep-
tualized by United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development (UNCTAD). These young am-

bassadors of social change will now be engaged in
weekly training sessions and discussion forums and
will be exploring new facets of leadership, interac-
tive themes and activities.  
About Youth Action Hub: The United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNC-
TAD) launched a global initiative in more than 40
countries called as Youth Action Hub (YAH) in Oc-
tober 2018 in Geneva with principle ‘For youth by
youth’. Their aim is to create a tangible change by
implementing SDG related projects locally. G  T

AIS Saket

Little Amitians from Nursery celebrated
Ramlila with a virtual fancy dress presen-
tation held on October 17, 2020. The pro-

gramme began with the auspicious virtual lamp
lighting and welcome address to the parents by
school principal Divya Bhatia. Following the aus-
picious beginning, the little ones dressed up as
their favourite characters of Ramayana spoke elo-
quently about the virtues they imbibed from them.
After fancy dress, children also sang melodious
bhajans and gave dance performances depicting
major events of Ramayana. The celebration culmi-
nated with a poem recital by children summarising
the lessons of the great epic Ramayana.

AIS VKC Lucknow

The chronicles of Lord Ram were beauti-
fully showcased online by the tiny tots of
Class Nursery-II on October 23, 2020.

They overcame the challenge of staging an online
Ramlila by getting dressed up beautifully in tradi-
tional attire of Ramayana era and performing de-
lightful roleplays virtually. Students delivered their

respective dialogues with great eloquence, power-
ful expressions and voice modulations. The virtual
scenes of Ayodhya, the forest settings and other
major events were brought to life online as if en-
acted live on stage with the support of the techni-
cal team. The online Ramlila was aimed at
instilling virtues like respect, honesty, faith in God,
resilience etc., apart from honing the creative spir-
its of young minds. School principal Rachna
Mishra delivered the vote of thanks and shared that
Ramayana instils various good human virtues in
young minds and carries a message of resilience
amidst challenges for all. The virtual Ramlila was
equally enjoyed by parents who heaped praises on
the efforts of tiny tots to keep the culture and her-
itage of the nation alive. G  T

A little Hanuman all set to take on the evil

A child enacts the role of Ravana 

Vaishnavi Sharma

The winsome innovator

Sparsh Miglani
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Remember, there is no substitute for
hard work...and the GT.

Saloni Saxena, AIS Vas 1, XII A 
Page Editor

Sanskruti Bharti 
AIS Vasundhara 1, XII B

Famous American restau-
rateur, Guy Fieri believes
that ‘Food is not just eat-

ing energy. It’s an experience’.
One that needs to be curated and
savoured in museums of its
own. Here, devour some. 

Frietmuseum
Where can you find it?
Bruges, Belgium
What’s special about it?
Founded in 2008, this one is the
only museum in the world ded-
icated to French fries. Right
from showcasing the history of
fries to displaying chip making
machines, the museum will ‘fry’
your brains.
Foodie tip: This museum
houses a wide range of fries and
condiments for you to sample.
So, we suggest you head with an
empty stomach to this one.

Burnt Food Museum
Where can you find it?
Massachusetts, USA

What’s special about
it? This late 1980s mu-
seum celebrates the art
of culinary disaster. The
museum has a collection of
49,000 charred dishes, which
include coal black ebony
chopsticks, carbonised steaks
and a special hall of burnt
toast, etc. So, if you still have
the remnants of that roti you
burnt  weeks ago, you can send
it in and see if it’s the new Van
Gogh the curators of the mu-
seum want.
Foodie tip: You can take a pri-
vate tour of this peculiar mu-
seum to satiate all your burnt
food cravings!

Shin-Yokohama
Ramen Museum

Where can you find it?
Yokohama, Japan
What’s special about it?
It’s a museum cum
amusement park cum
restaurant. At the en-
trance, one is attracted by
a giant animatronic bowl
of ramen, where chop-
sticks lift the noodles

from the bowl up and
down. From showcasing the

history of ramen to old fash-
ioned sweets shops to a recre-
ation of nine mini versions of

world famous ramen restau-
rants, this museum has it all.
Foodie tip: Try out the lip
smacking mini bowls where dif-
ferent types of ramen and com-
bination ingredients or broth are
offered at the nine restaurants.

Carpigiani Gelato 
Museum

Where can you find it?
Bologna, Italy

What’s special about it?
Who doesn’t like gelato? This
museum is housed in the factory
owned by Carpigiani, the man-
ufacturer of the world’s first
ever gelato making machines.
It’s the perfect place to learn

everything about the world’s
first gelato sellers, history of
gelato and the visitors can opt
for a paid tour to experience the
taste of different traditional
creams, sorbets etc.
Foodie tip: Who wouldn’t like
to become a gelato expert? The
Carpigiani Gelato Lab offers its
visitors a first-hand experience
in the art of making lip-smack-
ing gelato. 

Dutch Cheese Museum 
Where can you find it?
Alkmaar, Netherlands 

What’s special about it?
Founded in 1983, the Dutch
cheese museum has an annual
footfall of 35,000 people. It
showcases the rich history of
cheese making, production
methods, cheese trade and pres-
ents a collection of historical
cheese related tools, paintings,
images and movies on cheese. 
Foodie tip: For all the cheese
lovers, this museum gives you
an opportunity to see stacks of
the famous Dutch Gouda cheese
wheel. So rush! G T

“Been There, Done That...” Said Orkut

Read On To Find Out About Food Museums In All Their Quirky And Delicious Glory

The social

networks
Udit Trivedi, AIS Vas 1, XII B

On an untouched part of
the screen sat Facebook,
feeling the gloom of the

dark mode in his very settings.
Where had he gone wrong, he
wondered...until a voice broke
him out of his reverie.

Instagram: Why so glum, dear
ol’ chum?
Facebook: Oh, it’s nothing you
would understand. After all,
everyone is ditching me to go to
you. You’re the ‘cool’ social
media platform now, aren’t you?
I remember the days when that
was me. 
Instagram: Don’t hate the
player, hate the game. And be-
sides, it’s not my fault that I offer
more to my users. From explor-
ing their creative side with aes-

thetic photos to posting videos on
IGTV to uploading stories, I give
them all they need on just one
platform. Isn’t that amazing?
Facebook: Really now? We all
know your features are copied.
Your stories are from Snapchat,
your IGTV is the Walmart of
YouTube, and your ‘likes’ on a
picture is totally me.
Instagram: Oh, please, you’re
just jealous that on an average
day, people share more than 95
million photos and videos on me,
something you will never be able
to match.
Facebook: Well, I’m still the
boomers’ favourite.

Suddenly, with a crack of lighten-
ing, a figure appears, shocking
them to their core. 

Facebook & Instagram: OMG!

Is that Orkut!??
Orkut: Surprise! Bet you
thought you’d seen the last of me,
but no, here I am. I couldn’t take
your bickering anymore. Face-
book, here you are crying over
some other site knocking you
from #1, but you didn’t feel the
same when you did it to me, or to
MySpace, Google+, Yahoo Mes-
senger, or BBM? And Instagram,
you act like you are such a hot
shot but just wait and watch. One
day you’ll be one of us because
someone like TikTok decided
you weren’t so ‘hip’ anymore. Be
a little respectful to the ones who
were here before you. Fellas, this
is the law of social media – trends
are always changing; the only
constant is the change itself, so
just enjoy it whilst you can and
move on when your golden days
of being number 1 are over. G T

Saloni Saxena
AIS Vasundhara 1, XII A

When the great leaders
of India said ‘India is
my country and all

Indians are my brothers and sis-
ters’, little did they know that fu-
ture generations would take the
latter part seriously. With no con-
cept of age, time or place under-
mining our tendency to call a
random person ‘bhaiya’, the term
has united India to another level.
So, bhaiya ji ISmile and read on.

The occupation neutral
Well, if we look at it, bhaiya is

probably the only title in the
world that does not distinguish
between a golgappe waala and
the person sitting on a bank’s
front desk. Our milkman, auto
driver, person at the grocery
store or literally anyone you have
just met and will probably never
meet again, all fall into the infi-
nite set of ‘The Bhaiyas’. Well, if
only I could tie a rakhi to all
these bhaiyas and get loads of
gifts in return.

More flavors than poptarts
The infinite set of ‘The bhaiyas’
has subsets too. First and fore-
most come the ‘actual bhaiyas’.

These are your blood relations
(even though you tell them that
they were picked up from the
road when they were babies).
You are only supposed to be nice
to them on rakshabandhan and
bhai dooj. Then comes ‘bhai’,
the title awarded to only the clos-
est of friends. This person is your
partner in the worst of crimes.
Then there are the ‘bros’, the
ones who light up your mood
every day. And finally come the
‘general bhaiyas’ who consist of
totally unrelated people. Though
there is a whole new category
under it (bhiya, bhaaya, etc.), we
won’t talk about it because this
would tamper the structure of the
story (though it already has!).

The bromance expresser
It is not just a relation- it’s an
emotion. What could possibly
express your bromance better
than the word ‘bhai’? A common
tool of emotional blackmailing in
India is –‘bhai ke liye itna nahi
kar sakta?’ These powerful
phrases, coupled with a fine pre-
cision of emotions and stroking
of ego, could have actually pre-
vented Thanos from wiping out
half the universe.

Seeing the deep love between In-
dians and the term ‘bhaiya’, I bet
that in next 50 years, we will call
aliens, robots, drones and even
the autopilots of our flying cars
bhaiya as well. G T

For ‘Bhaiya’ Is More Than Brotherhood

bhaiyas
Indians and their 
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